
NANOSERIES
EXTRAORDINARY 
SIMPLICITY



NANO IS A 
CONCENTRATE 
OF TECHNOLOGY; 
THIS SIMPLE 
ELEMENT COMES 
IN DIFFERENT 
SIZES FOR 
DIFFERENT 
OUTDOOR 
APPLICATIONS. 
SIMPLICITY 
STANDS FOR 
ELEGANCE, 
STRAIGHTNESS 
AND PERFECTION.



CAN CREATE  A PERFECT 
SCENARIO  FOR ANY KIND 
OF OUTDOOR INSTALLATION.

Aesthetics 
of a building 
or a garden 
architecture 
are enhanced 
by this unique 
fixture that  
can easily fit  
in any kind  
of outstanding 
outdoor 
lighting 
project.



      

201073 
HYDROFLOOR NANO
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201074 
HYDROFLOOR NANO XXS
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Hydroquadro NANO is a square ground recessed 
fixture that also comes with the new 2021 PUK 
catalogue. They are all equipped with 1 CREE LED.

NANO XXS 
is the new born 
in a line already 
full of sizes and 
technical options. 
A RGBW version 
can also be 
available on
request for a more 
fascinating effect.

Hydrofloor NANO 
is a wide range 

of  round ground 
recessed 

luminaires 
suitable both 

for artistic 
creation 

and elegant 
realization. 



201074 
HYDROFLOOR
NANO XXS

201073
HYDROFLOOR
NANO

202011
HYDROQUADRO
NANO

81x81 mm  
h 78 mm  

Ø 81x h 78 mm  Ø 67x h 75 mmØ 32X h 70mm    

HYDROQUADRO
NANO

HYDROFLOOR
NANO

201072
HYDROFLOOR
NANO XS

HYDROFLOOR
NANO XS

HYDROFLOOR
NANO XXS

Round and square ground-recessed and drive-
over luminaire for outdoor installation, stainless 
steel AISI 316 or AISI 304 body and frame, 
tempered safety glass, moulded silicone gasket.    

TECHNICAL DATA 

WATT min - max |             1 - 10

lumen package |             60 - 930

3000
5 NO



Round ceiling-recessed luminaire for outdoor installation, hard anodized 
black aluminium body and stainless steel AISI 316 front trim, tempered 
safety glass, moulded silicone gasket.

TECHNICAL DATA 

WATT min - max |             1 - 10

lumen package |             60 - 930

709003 
NANO XXS
DOWNLIGHT

709002
NANO
DOWNLIGHT

86x80 mm  74x72 mm32X70 mm  

NANO
DOWNLIGHT

709001
NANO XS
DOWNLIGHT

NANO XS
DOWNLIGHT

NANO XXS
DOWNLIGHT
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RGBW VERSION AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
201073RGBW HYDROFLOOR NANO RGBW

To imagine the world upside down, 
the versatility of NANO is also 
expressed by the counterpart 
of the in ground version:  
NANO downlight is a round ceiling recessed luminaire and  
if installed in a sequence, it can easily transform an arcade  
or a patio in a celestial vault. 
As a star in the milky way, this little fixture which is unnoticeable 
during the day, can create a perfect scenario for any kind 
of outdoor installation.

NANO XXS DOWNLIGHT

HYDROFLOOR NANO XXS

NANO XS DOWNLIGHT

HYDROFLOOR NANO XS

NANO DOWNLIGHT

HYDROFLOOR NANO HYDROQUADRO NANO



AC064
HONEYCOMB 
LOUVER

AC057
STANDARD 
GLARE SHIELD

AC058
SUPER COMFORT 
GLARE SHIELD 

Not simple accessories but real allies 
for your lighting project.

Reveal the existing and leave 
your lightmark in every project.

Stainless Steel

Finish color options:

Main features of the NANO range are the anti glare 
screen and the anti corrosion trim which are very 
important as they are positioned outdoor, in ground. 

Each unit can incorporate a standard anti glare screen 
for a good combination of glare control and light output 
or a super comfort anti glare screen to reduce glare 
and light beam for a minimal loss of the light effect. 

They are made by an hard adonized black aluminium 
body and have a trim of stainless steel AISI 316 L.
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